Abstract
A linear model
Suppose there are K conditions in a microarray study. Let the number of arrays measured under each condition be A k , k = 1, . . . , K and A = K k=1 A k . Each probeset g (g = 1, ..., G) is represented on each array by P g probes. The following ANOVA model can be applied to the normalised, log 2 -transformed intensity measured for probe p on array a under condition k:
The expression level of probeset g under condition k is then e g,k = µ g + β g,k . An F -ratio can be used to assess the significance level at which the null hypothesis of no condition effect, H 0 (g) : e g,1 = e g,2 = . . . = e g,K , can be rejected. Under H 0 , this ratio is Fisher distributed with K − 1 df for the numerator and P g (A − K) df for the denominator.
Maximum significance clustering
In calculating the F -ratio, it is assumed it is known which samples belong to a condition k. However, in clustering, the goal is exactly to find this membership. To this end we can introduce an A×K membership matrix Q, in which Q ak = 1 if array a belongs to cluster k, and 0 otherwise. This allows us to write (X 
Maximising (2) w.r.t. M, subject to the constraints on M, will find an assignment of the arrays to clusters, such that the difference in expression between clusters is maximally significant. However, as the number of probes (and hence the df of the Fisher distribution under H 0 ) may differ between probesets, this cannot easily be extended to assigning cluster labels based on the data of multiple genes. Assuming independence between probeset expression levels, we therefore minimise the log of the combined p-values instead:
with r an arbitrarily small non-zero regularisation factor; in all experiments here, r = 10 −300 . In [4] , a hill-climbing algorithm is proposed maximising (2) w.r.t. a crisp membership matrix M. This algorithm is called MSCK, for maximum significance K-clustering.
Although we are not aware of any previous model-based approaches to clustering oligonucleotide microarray data based on probe data, there is literature on the use of repeated measurements in clustering in general. In [7] 
Experiments
We applied the MSCK algorithm on both simulated data and some real-world data sets, and compared it to a number of standard clustering algorithm -k-means and hierarchical clustering with complete, average and single linkage -using the five distance measures D outlined above.
Our simulations (data not shown, see [4] ) showed that MSCK performs well for small sample sizes A, seemingly combining the advantage of k-means (working well for small A) with that of the hierarchical methods (working well for larger K). It is most useful when the number of differentially expressed probesets and their expression difference is relatively small. For clearer differences between conditions, using variability information is not necessary.
The real-world datasets used were: (a) a small subset of the Yeoh precursor B-ALL dataset [6] 1 . For all datasets, array background was first removed, arrays were quantile normalised [2] and the G s probesets with most variation in probeset expression level over the A arrays were selected for use in clustering ("variation filtering"). Figure 1 shows the results as Jaccard indices between the known labels and the cluster assignments (mean ± sd over 10 random initialisations; 1 indicating perfect agreement, 0 none), as a function of G s . On all datasets, MSCK performs reasonably well, especially for small G s , showing it to be more efficient with the data than traditional methods. For larger G s performance decreases, as the method starts to fit noise. Although for each dataset a clustering algorithm/distance measure combination can be found for which performance is comparable to that of MSCK, no single
